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1.When configuring a Cisco WLC, which CLI command adds a VLAN with VLAN ID of 30 to a
FlexConnect group named BranchA-FCG?
A. config flexconnect BranchA-FCG vlan 30 add
B. config flexconnect group BranchA-FCG vlan add 30
C. config flexconnect group BranchA-FCG vlan 30 add
D. config flexconnect BranchA-FCG vlan add 30
Answer: B
2.A wireless engineer must implement a corporate wireless network for a large company in the most
efficient way possible. The wireless network must support 32 VLANs for 300 employees in different
departments.
Which solution must the engineer choose?
A. Configure a second WLC to support half of the APs in the deployment.
B. Configure one single SSID and implement Cisco ISE for VLAN assignment according to different user
roles.
C. Configure different AP groups to support different VLANs, so that all of the WLANs can be broadcast
on both radios.
D. Configure 16 WLANs to be broadcast on the 2.4-GHz band and 16 WLANs to be broadcast on the
5.0-GHz band.
Answer: B
3.An engineer must implement intrusion protection the WLAN. The AP coverage is adequate and
on-channel attacks are the primary concern. The building is historic, which makes adding APs difficult.
Which Ap mode and submode must be implemented?
A. Ap mode: local, Ap submode: WIPS
B. Ap mode: monitor, Ap submode: WIPS
C. Ap mode: monitor, Ap submode: none
D. Ap mode: local, Ap submode: none
Answer: A
4.For security purposes, an engineer enables CPU ACL and chooses an ACL on the Security > Access
Control Lists > CPU Access Control Lists menu.
Which kind of traffic does this change apply to, as soon as the change is made?
A. wireless traffic only
B. wired traffic only
C. VPN traffic
D. wireless and wired traffic
Answer: D
5.Refer to the exhibit.
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An engineer deployed a Cisco WLC using local EAP.
Users who are configured for EAPPEAP cannot connect to the network.
Based on the local EAP debug controller provided, why is the client unable to connect?
A. The client is falling to accept certificate.
B. The Cisco WLC is configured for the incorrect date.
C. The user is using invalid credentials.
Answer: A
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